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Target is jumping into voice-activated shopping 
as it deepens its relationship with Google, 
offering thousands of items found in the store 
except for perishables like fruit and milk.

The move is happening as Google says shopping 
will be available later this year through Google 
Assistant on iPhone and Android phones, 
joining its Google Home device and Android TV. 
So shoppers can shout out orders to their phone 
while they’re running around doing errands or 
just walking.

Target Corp. joins Walmart and Home Depot 
among others in partnering with Google on 
voice shopping as they seek to compete against 
Amazon’s dominance with its Echo devices. 
Amazon started offering Echo voice assistants 
in late 2014, while Google made its debut with 
Google Home earlier this year.
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Target is also expanding nationwide its Google 
Express program that offers faster delivery from 
a test program in New York City and California. 
Shoppers will be able to get deliveries within 
two days since the items will be shipped to 
a nearby Target store for free provided the 
purchase meets the $35 order minimum. Next 
year, Target shoppers will be able to pick up 
their online purchases at a Target store where 
orders are ready in two hours as part of the 
Google Express program. They’ll also be able to 
use Target’s loyalty card as an option for Google 
Express shoppers, giving them such benefits as a 
5 percent discount off most purchases.

Like many retailers, Target has been offering 
more shopping options. This past summer, for 
example, the Minneapolis discounter began 
expanding its next-day essentials delivery 
service that it was testing to the Atlanta, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, 
San Francisco, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C./
Baltimore areas.

“We have lots of different choices of how they 
buy from us,” said Mike McNamara, Target’s chief 
information and digital officer. He believes that 
voice shopping will be more prevalent in the 
next few years.

More devices are in the hands of shoppers. Even 
Apple has one coming out this year. But the 
key is personalizing the order so if a consumer 
shouts out “detergent,” the voice assistant will 
know the exact brand that the shopper wants. 
Target says that it will give customers the option 
to link their accounts with Google Express for 
more personalized shopping. In fact, Walmart, 
which went live with voice shopping last week, 
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is integrating its easy reorder feature — which 
has data on both store and online purchases 
— into Google Express. Shoppers who want to 
reorder their favorites have to link their Walmart 
account to Google Express.

Amazon doesn’t give sales figures for Echo, 
but Consumer Intelligence Research Partners 
estimated that the Seattle company has sold 
more than 10 million Alexa-powered Echo 
devices in the U.S. since late 2014. That includes 
the core Echo, as well as the less expensive and 
smaller Echo Dot and the portable Amazon Tap. 
According to Forrester Research, 12 percent of 
shoppers own some voice device like Echo or 
Google Home. And 29 percent of them use the 
device for some shopping, Forrester says.

To be more competitive with Amazon, Google 
Express scrapped the $95-a-year membership in 
August, allowing shoppers to get free delivery 
on orders within one to three days, as long as 
the purchase is above each store’s minimum.
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Tech giant Google has briefed the House and 
Senate intelligence committees ahead of two 
Nov. 1 hearings that will examine Russian efforts 
to influence U.S. elections through social media.

Officials from Google talked to investigators 
behind closed doors in recent weeks as part of 
the committees’ probes into Russian meddling in 
last year’s election, according to people familiar 
with the briefings. The people declined to be 
named because the meetings were private.

The panels have recently focused on the spread 
of false news stories and propaganda on social 
media and have pressured Google, along with 
Twitter and Facebook, to provide any evidence 
of Russian efforts to intervene on their platforms.
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Facebook recently provided three congressional 
committees with more than 3,000 ads they 
had traced to a Russian internet agency and 
told investigators of their contents. Twitter also 
briefed Congress last month and handed over 
to Senate investigators the profile names, or 
“handles,” of 201 accounts linked to Russians.

While both of those companies have made public 
statements about their efforts to discover those 
accounts, Google has declined to publicly confirm 
reports that it has also discovered Russia-linked 
ads on its platforms, such as Google Search and 
YouTube. It is unclear what Google discussed with 
the investigators, or whether the company turned 
over any information.

Google has also declined so far to say whether 
it will attend the Nov. 1 hearings. The Senate 
and House intelligence panels have invited 
Facebook, Twitter and Google to testify at 
separate hearings that day.

Republican Rep. Mike Conaway of Texas, the 
head of the House investigation, said last week 
that he expects all three companies to attend.
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Silicon Valley is a uniquely American creation, 
the product of an entrepreneurial spirit and no-
holds-barred capitalism that now drives many 
aspects of modern life.

But the likes of Facebook, Google and Apple 
are increasingly facing an uncomfortable truth: 
it is Europe’s culture of tougher oversight of 
companies, not America’s laissez-faire attitude, 
which could soon rule their industry as 
governments seek to combat fake news and 
prevent extremists from using the internet to fan 
the flames of hatred.

While the U.S. has largely relied on market forces 
to regulate content in a country where free 
speech is revered, European officials have shown 
they are willing to act. Germany recently passed 
a law imposing fines of up to 50 million euros 
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($59 million) on websites that don’t remove hate 
speech within 24 hours. British Prime Minister 
Theresa May wants companies to take down 
extremist material within two hours. And across 
the EU, Google has for years been obliged to 
remove search results if there is a legitimate 
complaint about the content’s veracity 
or relevance.

“I anticipate the EU will be where many of these 
issues get played out,” said Sarah T. Roberts, 
a professor of information studies at UCLA 
who has studied efforts to monitor and vet 
internet content. Objectionable content “is the 
biggest problem going forward. It’s no longer 
acceptable for the firms to say that they can’t do 
anything about it.”

How closely to manage the massive amounts of 
content on the internet has become a pressing 
question in the U.S. since it was revealed 
that Russian agencies took out thousands of 
ads on social media during the presidential 
campaign, reaching some 10 million people on 
Facebook alone.

That comes on top of the existing concerns 
about preventing extremist attacks. This month, 
three men were arrested after allegedly using 
smartphone messaging apps to plot attacks on 
the New York City subway and Times Square 
from their homes in Canada, Pakistan and 
the Philippines. The plot was thwarted by an 
undercover officer, not technology.

In some ways it goes to a question of identity. 
Social media companies see themselves not as 
publishers but as platforms for other people to 
share information, and have traditionally been 
cautious about taking down material.
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But the pressure is on to act. Facebook, Google, 
Twitter and YouTube in June created the 
Global Internet Forum to Combat Terrorism, 
which says it is committed to developing new 
content detection technology, helping smaller 
companies combat extremism and promoting 
“counter-speech,” content meant to blunt the 
impact of extremist material.

Proponents of counter-speech argue that 
rather than trying to take down every Islamic 
State group post, internet companies and 
governments should do more to promote 
content that actively refutes extremist 
propaganda. This approach will unmask the 
extremist message of hate and violence in the 
“marketplace of ideas,” they argue, though critics 
see it as just another form of propaganda.

Facebook has recently published details of its 
counterterrorism strategy for the first time. 
These include using artificial intelligence to 
prevent extremist images and videos from 
being uploaded and algorithms to find and 
disable accounts linked to pages known to 
support extremist movements. The company 
also plans to increase the staff dedicated 
to reviewing complaints of objectionable 
material by more than 60 percent to some 
8,000 worldwide.

“We want Facebook to be a hostile place for 
terrorists,” Monika Bickert, director of global 
policy management, and Brian Fishman, 
counterterrorism policy manager, said 
in a statement. “The challenge for online 
communities is the same as it is for real world 
communities - to get better at spotting the early 
signals before it’s too late.”
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But Roberts argues the companies have been 
slow to react and are trying to play catch up.

The fact is the technology needed to detect and 
remove dangerous posts hasn’t kept up with 
the threat, experts say. Removing such material 
still requires judgment, and artificial intelligence 
is not yet good enough to determine the 
difference, for example, between an article 
about the so-called Islamic State and posts from 
the group itself.

In other words, taking down much of this 
material still needs human input, said Frank 
Pasquale, an expert in information law and 
changing technology at the University of 
Maryland. Acknowledging that is difficult for 
companies that were built by pushing the 
boundaries of technology.

“They don’t like to admit how primitive their 
technologies are; it defeats their whole narrative 
that they can save the world,” Pasquale said. “You 
kill off the golden goose if you cast doubt over 
the power of their algorithms.”

Employing enough people to fill in where the 
algorithms leave off would be a massive task 
given the volume of material posted on social 
media sites every day. Just imagine trying 
to moderate every puppy photo or birthday 
greeting, said Siva Vaidhyanathan, director of 
the Center for Media and Citizenship at the 
University of Virginia.

He believes that moderating content is 
ultimately impossible because you can’t create 
a system that works for everyone from Saudi 
Arabia to Sweden.

“The problem is the very idea of the social media 
system — it is ungovernable,” he said. “Facebook 
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is designed as if we are nice to each other. And 
we’re not.”

The U.S. government response has been more 
focused on policing than regulation, with 
security services authorized to sweep up huge 
amounts of electronic data to help them identify 
violent extremists and thwart attacks. Beyond 
that, authorities have mostly relied on the 
market to drive change amid fears that heavy-
handed regulation could interfere with the First 
Amendment rights of law-abiding citizens to 
speak out and exchange information.

European courts have had no such qualms, 
balancing freedom of expression against the 
right to privacy and community cohesion.

For example, the European Court of Justice in 
2014 ruled that people have the “right to be 
forgotten,” permitting them to demand removal 
of personal data from search results when they 
can prove there’s no compelling reason for it 
to remain. As far back as 2000, a French court 
ordered Yahoo to prevent French internet users 
from buying Nazi memorabilia on its sites.

The European Union’s executive has been 
most active in matters of antitrust. This year 
it leveled a huge 2.4 billion euro ($2.8 billion) 
fine on Google and ordered it to change the 
way it does business, for example how it shows 
search results.

“There’s a real cultural divide,” said Edward 
Tenner, author of the upcoming book “The 
Efficiency Paradox: What Big Data Can’t Do.” 
European governments have been more 
committed to incorporating the ideas of social 
justice and the Americans have been much 
more on the libertarian side.”
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Facebook’s effort to limit the spread of fake 
news using outside fact-checkers appears to be 
having an effect — although that finding comes 
with a major caveat.

Once a story receives a false rating from a 
fact-checker, Facebook says, subsequent 
“impressions” can fall off by 80 percent. 
Impressions count the number of times 
Facebook users see a particular post.

But it routinely takes more than three days for 
a false story that appears on Facebook to be 
passed along to fact-checkers and given a false 
rating. And most impressions occur when the 
story first comes out, not three days later. That’s 
the case with all news, both true and fake.

FACT-CHECKING 
FAKE NEWS 

ON FACEBOOK 
WORKS - JUST 
TOO SLOWLY
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The information was shared in an email from a 
Facebook manager sent to the company’s fact-
checking partners, including The Associated 
Press. Facebook gave an AP reporter access to 
the email.

Jason White, Facebook’s manager of news 
partnerships, wrote in the email that the 
company is working to identify “these  
hoaxes sooner.”

“We also need to surface more of them, as we 
know we miss many,” he wrote.

At the same time, he added that it is “equally 
important we do this the right way, and don’t 
restrict legitimate speech. It’s a difficult tension, 
but we are confident we can improve our efforts.”

Facebook has long stressed that it only wants 
to go after the “worst of the worst” offenders 
when it comes to false news and hoaxes. While 
many stories may be disputed as biased or 
partially false, the company is trying to avoid the 
appearance of censorship.

This is also why, as part of its fact-checking 
program, a story must be found false by at least 
two fact-checkers before Facebook will label it 
as “disputed.”
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An online fundraising platform in the vein of 
PayPal has helped Democratic congressional 
candidates in New Mexico round up small 
contributions ahead of 2018 elections.

Campaign finance disclosures filed with federal 
regulators this week showed several Democratic 
congressional candidates using ActBlue to 
raise large sums of money in small increments, 
gathering as much as $59,000 for one candidate 
over a three-month span.

ActBlue is reserved for Democratic candidates. 
Republicans don’t have an equivalent conduit 
for online contributions, but they can chose 
from a variety of online fundraising platforms 
and consultants with proprietary technology.

State Democratic Party Chairman Richard 
Ellenberg said Tuesday that the fundraising 
platform makes it easy for people to make 
political contributions in small amounts at any 
time with a credit or debit card. That fits into the 
party’s strategy for widening its base of financial 
support, he said.

TECHNOLOGY 
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“It’s taking on more of a presence now,” he said. 
“I think people are focusing increasingly in the 
party on trying to raise more in small donations 
so that we expand our financial base and aren’t 
dependent on a few large players.”

Democratic candidates in New Mexico appeared 
to be reporting the sources of small individual 
donations under $200 collected through 
ActBlue, even though it is not required by 
federal campaign rules. ActBlue says it bills 
campaigns on average about 4 percent of funds 
raised, for transaction costs and other expenses.

Among candidates for an open Albuquerque-
based congressional seat, former state 
Democratic Party chairwoman Debra Haaland 
reported contributions of $59,000 that flowed 
through ActBlue from July through September. 
She raised $110,000 overall.

Also through ActBlue, former law professor 
Antoinette Sedillo Lopez received $42,000, 
and former U.S. Attorney Damon Martinez 
received $50,000.

At the same time, a Republican congressional 
candidate in New Mexico’s southern district 
raised the most money overall. Former 
Hobbs Mayor Monty Newman reported 
raising $317,000 in the campaign to succeed 
Republican Congressman Steve Pearce, who is 
running for governor.

ActBlue also operates as a political action 
committee in New Mexico to channel donations 
to candidates for state office, including 
gubernatorial candidate and U.S. Rep. Michelle 
Lujan Grisham of Albuquerque, who won’t run 
for re-election to Congress.
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The environmental group Greenpeace  
issued a report this week giving technology 
titans including Samsung Electronics,  
Amazon and Huawei low marks for their 
environmental impact.

Many of the biggest technology companies 
failed to deliver on commitments to reduce 
emissions of greenhouse gases and are still 
reluctant to commit fully to renewable energy, 
according to Greenpeace USA’s Guide to 
Greener Electronics. The report, which assessed 
17 top global tech companies in three areas, 
also faulted many of them for failing to use more 
recycled materials in their products and slow 
progress in phasing out use of toxic materials.
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“Tech companies claim to be at the forefront of 
innovation, but their supply chains are stuck in 
the Industrial Age,” Gary Cook, a campaigner at 
Greenpeace USA, said in a statement.

The report details the hidden cost behind what 
may be the most sought-after and celebrated 
consumer products in the 21st century: mobile 
computing devices like smartphones and 
tablet computers.

Since 2011, Greenpeace has urged global 
tech companies to transition to renewable 
energy, prompting some of them to switch to 
environmentally friendly power sources for their 
data centers. The group is urging the industry 
to tackle energy issues in manufacturing and 
supply chains, design longer-lasting products to 
reduce electronics waste and urging an overall 
rethink of its “take-make-waste” business model.

The report highlighted that tech companies’ 
manufacturing processes are not as 
environmentally friendly as their innovative 
images might suggest.
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While the energy consumption in the tech 
industry rose rapidly to fuel the supply chains 
and the manufacturing of these products as well 
as the data centers where social media, cloud 
computing and other applications run, so have 
the greenhouse gas emissions.

Samsung Electronics received a grade of D in 
its use of renewable energy, which accounted 
for just 1 percent of its manufacturing 
process, compared with Apple, which relied 
on renewable energy for 96 percent of its 
operation. Samsung, the world’s largest maker 
of smartphones and key component suppliers 
of many of the tech companies featured in the 
report, saw its greenhouse gas emissions rise 
24 percent in 2016 from two years ago. It also 
received low marks on its efforts to reduce and 
disclose hazardous chemicals at workplaces and 
to design long-lasting products.

Samsung Electronics and other companies 
mentioned in the report did not immediately 
respond to emails seeking comment.
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Chinese smartphone makers Huawei, Xiaomi, 
Oppo and Vivo have gained a significant share 
of the market in the last few years. They scored 
below average in all categories and lacked 
transparency and commitment in renewable 
energy, the report said.

Amazon was the only U.S. company that 
received the lowest mark, an F, in its overall 
environmental performance, along with the 
Chinese phone makers. Greenpeace said 
Amazon was among the least transparent 
companies and did not report the greenhouse 
gas footprint of its own operations.

Among the 17 companies, Amsterdam-based 
Fairphone and Apple were said to be doing 
better in various areas.

Greenpeace urged the companies to use 
 more renewable energy, switching energy 
sources that power their supply chains. It 
also urged the tech companies to remove 
hazardous chemicals and other materials  
from their products and workplaces and  
design longer-lasting devices to help  
reduce waste.

If the tech industry does not change to 
renewable energy, the world won’t be able 
to tackle climate change, said Greenpeace 
campaigner Lee Insung.

“In the next three to five years, the use of 
renewable energy and how well the companies 
cope with climate change will determine their 
core competitiveness,” Lee said.

The report:  
www.greenpeace.org/greenerguide
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What’s most fascinating about Google’s new 
Pixel 2 phone is what’s to come.

The phone sets itself apart with promises to 
bake in Google’s powerful artificial-intelligence 
technology for quick and easy access to useful, 
even essential information. But much of the neat 
stuff will come later. The phone coming out this 
week is more of a teaser.

To be sure, the Pixel 2 is a solid phone. It’s not as 
elegantly designed as an iPhone or a Samsung 
Galaxy phone. But it delivers a strong tie-in to 
Google’s services, including those intended to 
fetch what you need automatically.

GOOGLE’S PIXEL 2:
 A PHONE BUILT 

FOR ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE
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VISUAL SEARCH ENGINE

The Pixel 2 comes with Google Lens, a way of 
searching Google just by pointing your camera 
at a landmark, object or storefront. This can 
give you quick access to reviews and store 
hours. It might help identify that mysterious 
building you walk by every day. Google Lens 
will also pull out web addresses and phone 
numbers from signs so you can browse or call 
with just at tap.

The feature correctly identified paintings 
of obscure figures in American history at a 
museum in New York, and it knew which 
Starbucks I was standing in front of, out of 
several in the neighborhood. But it’s not 
foolproof: The iconic United Nations building 
came across as a generic tower.

I found Google Lens slightly more reliable than 
a similar Samsung feature, Bixby Vision. Bixby 
tended to miss on identifying businesses; a 
Chinatown bakery serving pork buns was 
thought to be a CrossFit gym — quite the 
opposite. On the other hand, Bixby identified 
a plaque dedicated to a Titanic victim, while 
Google just said, “Hmm.”

It’s a good start, but both still have work to 
do. And for now, Google Lens requires you to 
take a photo first. Seamless, instant analysis is 
“coming soon.” All you’ll have to do is squeeze 
the bottom of the phone for the Google 
Assistant to pop up.

Last year’s Pixel phone will also get Google 
Lens, though without the squeezing capability. 
Eventually, other Android phones and iPhones 
should get it, too, but Google isn’t saying when.
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BETTER CAMERA

Last year’s Pixel had a great camera, but it 
fell short in some shots because software 
processing made colors look too strong and 
clean at times. With the Pixel 2, colors look good 
without looking fake.

The Pixel 2 also introduces a “portrait” mode, 
which blurs out backgrounds to focus attention 
on the subjects. Apple’s iPhone 7 Plus and 8 Plus 
and Samsung’s Galaxy Note 8 manage this effect 
via a second camera lens to sense depth. Google 
does it all with software, so the regular-size 
model gets the capability as well, not just the 
larger XL.

Google says the feature works best with people 
and small objects. I got it to work for flowers 
and selfies (yes, it works with the front camera, 
too, something limited elsewhere to Apple’s 
upcoming iPhone X). But I couldn’t blur out 
tourists ambling behind statues; Apple and 
Samsung phones managed that with the depth 
lens. Not to mention that second lens offers a 2x 
zoom without a reduction in quality.

MORE SMARTS

When locked, the phone continually listens for 
songs and automatically identifies the name 
and artist. There have been times songs ended 
before I could pull up SoundHound to do this. 
Google says all this is done on the phone itself, 
so it’s not sending your music tastes to its 
servers. Google says the battery drain should 
be minimal.

Next month, $159 wireless headphones called 
Pixel Buds will offer real-time audio translation, 
so two people can communicate using different 
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languages, while hearing instant translations 
in a native tongue. A separate Google 
Translate app offers this now, but having  
the feature built into Pixel should make it 
easier to use.

And speaking of translations, I’m hoping 
Google Lens will one day translate signs 
instantly when traveling. A camera feature in 
the Translate app isn’t as automatic as Lens 
tends to be. Google says more capabilities are 
coming to Lens, but it didn’t provide details.

PATIENCE, PLEASE

The fact that the Pixel is unfinished shouldn’t 
deter would-be buyers. This is common these 
days, as more power comes through software 
updates rather than hardware. Samsung’s 
Galaxy S8 phones shipped this spring without 
its much-touted Bixby assistant ready.

What you get in the $650 Pixel 2 is a great 
workhorse. For elegance, you need the $700 
iPhone 8 or the $750 Galaxy S8. The larger Pixel 
2 XL starts at $850, more than the iPhone 8 Plus 
and the S8 Plus. Apple and Samsung include 
headphones; Google doesn’t. But the Pixel 2 
comes with a USB-C adapter so you can plug in 
ordinary headphones; like the latest iPhones, 
the Pixel 2 has eliminated the standard 
headphone jack.

Verizon is again the only U.S. carrier to offer  
the latest Pixel, although you can buy models 
that will work with other carriers — and 
Google’s own Project Fi service — at Google’s 
online store. The phone is also coming to the 
U.K., Canada, India, Australia, Germany, Italy 
and Spain.
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A day trip to Moscow? Paris for lunch? NASA’s 
quest for low-boom supersonic aircraft 
technology could one day revolutionize 
commercial air travel.

Now NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton 
is putting a sleek supersonic model plane 
through its paces in its 14-by-22 wind tunnel to 
move that vision closer to reality.

It’s called the QueSST aircraft design, for Quiet 
Supersonic Technology. And the idea is to 
convince Congress that super-fast commercial 
flights can be made over land — indeed, over 
communities — without generating that 
infamous sonic boom that can startle livestock, 
shatter windows and anger anyone within 
earshot. Supersonic flights over the U.S. were 
banned in 1973 because of those booms.

NASA LANGLEY 
PUTS SUPERSONIC 

X-PLANE MODEL  
TO THE TEST
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“We’re trying to lift those regulations, and 
we need data,” said David Richwine, QueSST 
planning lead at Langley. “In order to get the 
data, you need an airplane that can do that.”

NASA came up with a preliminary design for its 
QueSST X-plane with partner Lockheed Martin, 
and various models have been undergoing wind 
tunnel tests.

Glenn Research Center in Cleveland subjected 
a small 4-foot version to high wind speeds of 
Mach 1.5 and 1.6, or about 1,100 mph and 1,200 
mph, to study aerodynamic performance and 
flight safety.

Now Langley is testing a larger model — 15 
percent the size of an actual aircraft — at 
slower speeds to study its performance under 
different flap configurations and, especially, 
how it handles at lower speeds during take-off 
and landing. The 14-by-22 tunnel maxes out  
at 235 mph.

“Being a very fast airplane, it doesn’t like to fly 
slow,” Richwine said. “So understanding how to 
fly slow is very important.”

First, though, comes flying fast and quiet.

Sonic booms are created when shock waves 
generated by an aircraft flying faster than the 
speed of sound coalesce into what’s called an 
N-wave, which generates an explosive noise.

Richwine said he couldn’t “give away all the 
secret sauce” of their low-boom technologies 
but that it’s a combination of the craft’s long, 
slender shape, highly swept wings, and 
managing the control surfaces toward the 
back of the plane, all of which affect the way it 
generates lift.
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“So this airplane, all the shocks underneath the 
airplane are weaker, so they don’t coalesce or 
come together,” Richwine said. “And, essentially, 
you get much more like a ‘thump’ sound.”

NASA has compared the sound to a  
sonic heartbeat.

Langley research aerospace engineer Courtney 
Winski has been assisting with the tunnel tests. 
If the industry adopts low-boom technology, 
she said, it could change the entire concept of 
long-distance passenger flights.

“It’s neat to work on something that’s going  
to fly, or could fly,” Winski said. “A lot of things 
I’ve worked on previously have just been 
concepts early on, so working on something 
that flies is exciting.”

According to Lockheed, the QueSST X-plane 
is designed to fly at Mach 1.4 at an altitude of 
55,000 feet.

Such speeds could cut long-distance flights  
in half — from New York to L.A. in a couple  
of hours, for instance, or New York to London  
in three.

Combining supersonics research and 
flight tests, Richwine said, is “kind of like a 
culmination of everything I’ve worked on in 
my career.”

“And if — maybe not me — but if I could 
make it so that my kids could actually fly on 
supersonic flights someday, I think it would 
change the world,” he added. “Much like the 
virtual world we have today — just being closer 
together. If you could fly and go visit your 
family in Europe in three hours, that would be a 
pretty big deal.”
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NASA has already solicited bids from aircraft 
manufacturers to take its test data and come 
up with a final design and build, said Langley 
spokesman Robert Allen. It expects to choose 
an industry contractor early next year and have 
something to test in the air over Armstrong 
Flight Research Center in California by late 2021 
or early 2022. Then comes a campaign of test 
flights over four to six selected communities to 
solicit real-world feedback.

“We’re trying to go out and test in communities 
and have a range of booms,” Richwine said. “We 
want to be much lower than ones that might 
be bothersome to the community so that we 
can prove what that range is — essentially 
identify a sonic boom number, a threshold that 
would be acceptable.”

NASA puts the cost of the entire five-year 
project at $390 million, if Congress funds it.

Seventy years ago next week, Richwine said, 
Chuck Yeager became the first pilot to break the 
sound barrier — and create the first sonic boom.

“It’s hard to figure that it’s been 70 years 
since we first flew supersonic, and we’ve had 
regulations against supersonic over land flight 
for 35 of those 70 years,” Richwine said.

“So really the motion of progress has been 
pretty slow over the decades. We’re hoping  
to change that.”
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Several online services already offer food 
delivery, but that doesn’t mean Facebook won’t 
jump on board anyway.

The social-media giant says ordering food for 
takeout or delivery is complicated. It promises 
to help save time by bringing existing food-
delivery services into its app and partnering 
with some restaurants directly.

Of course, using Facebook to order food might 
prompt users to spend more time perusing their 
news feeds — and seeing ads.

U.S. Facebook users can order from local 
restaurants and big chains.

Most people who order food already have 
accounts set up with individual restaurants and 
delivery apps, however. Facebook will have to 
persuade them to start the process inside its app 
instead of using GrubHub, UberEats, Amazon or 
niche delivery services like Caviar.

FACEBOOK 
TAKES ON

 FOOD DELIVERY,
CHALLENGES UBER

 AND OTHERS
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If you’ve long been enjoying listening to the 
streaming service Apple Music, you are in very 
good company. Last month, Apple revealed 
to Billboard that it has amassed “well over 
30 million paying subscribers”.  That’s a 
noticeable increase from the 27 million figure 
that Apple reported at WWDC in June - and, 
unlike arch-rival Spotify, Apple Music is on solid 
financial ground. However, there has been 
growing evidence of Apple’s belief that there 
remains much room for improvement.

Apple Music head Jimmy Iovine told Billboard: 
“I don’t believe that what exists right now is 
enough.” He added: “Just because we’re adding 
millions of subscribers and the old catalog 
numbers are going up, that’s not the trick. That’s 
just not going to hold.” He is clearly setting 
his sights high - especially considering an 
August report by Goldman Sachs that, due 
to subscription streaming, the global record 
business will grow by nearly thrice as, by 2030, it 
reaches $41 billion.

Iovine admitted: “I believe we’re in the right 
place, we have the right people and the right 
attitude to not settle for what exists right now.” 
Those people surely include the former Sony 
Pictures Television executives Jamie Ehrlicht 
and Zack Van Amburg, who are reportedly in 
the market for dramas along the lines of the 
huge international hit Game of Thrones.  
Apple Music has already been an exclusive 
outlet for much original content; could more 
such content propel Apple Music even further?
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APPLE PLANNING VIDEO CONTENT OF 
“UNPARALLELED QUALITY”

The signs are certainly looking good. In the 
press release that announced the hires of 
Ehrlicht and Amburg, the former insisted: “We 
want to bring to video what Apple has been 
so successful with in their other services and 
consumer products - unparalleled quality.”  He 
and Amburg obviously know a thing or two 
about quality; during their 12-year stint in the 
presidency of Sony Pictures Television, they 
created such publicly acclaimed series as Better 
Call Saul, Breaking Bad and The Crown.

It seems that Eddy Cue, Apple’s senior vice 
president of Internet Software and Services, 
wasn’t overstating the case when he declared: 
“Jamie and Zack are two of the most talented 
TV executives in the world and have been 
instrumental in making this the golden age 
of television”. They could spark a golden age 
for Apple’s own television efforts, Cue having 
enthused that Apple has “exciting plans in store 
for customers” and “there is much more to come.”

Apple could proceed to confidently back up 
those words, as the company has reportedly 
penned a deal with legendary director 
Steven Spielberg to revive his 1980s sci-fi 
series Amazing Stories.  Apple is also said to 
be intent on leasing an 85,000-square-foot 
office development near the Los Angeles 
settlement of Culver City, where Beats is 
headquartered.  The expenditure on this new 
space could come from the $1 billion that 
Apple has reportedly set aside for investing in 
original content.
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AN “AMAZING” DEAL WITH 
STEVEN SPIELBERG

Of course, Apple has already made quite a few 
moves in the original content space. Its first ever 
attempt, a reality show called Planet of the Apps, 
debuted earlier this year on Apple Music and 
saw stars including Jessica Alba and Gwyneth 
Paltrow assessing the quality of various ideas 
for apps. That show has since been followed by 
Carpool Karaoke, a spin-off from the popular 
segment of the same name on The Late Late 
Show with James Corden.

Various behind-the-scenes music documentaries 
have been pegged for exclusive releases on 
Apple Music. Those have included On the 
Record: P!nk - Beautiful Trauma, in which 
interviews and footage provide insight into 
how the artist put together her new album 
Beautiful Trauma.  There’s also On the Record: 
Flicker, which takes a similar look at former One 
Direction member Niall Horan’s making of his 
first solo album, Flicker.  However, has Apple just 
been getting warmed up so far?

Perhaps the most exciting project currently 
on Apple’s original content calendar is the 
aforementioned revival of Amazing Stories. 
Having signed a deal with Amblin Television 
and Comcast Corp’s NBCUniversal television 
production unit, Apple and Spielberg will 
reportedly be responsible for 10 episodes of a 
new Amazing Stories series. At least $5 million 
will be spent on each episode - so, we can 
anticipate high production values and hopefully 
solid scripting for this new series.

However, it might not necessarily be Apple 
Music to which the series is released. The Wall 
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On the Record: P!nk -
Beautiful Trauma Trailer
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Street Journal has reported that Ehrlicht and 
Amburg are “building out a video strategy 
that is expected to include a streaming 
service that rivals Netflix Inc., Amazon.com 
Inc. and others.”  Apple has previously failed in 
negotiations with content providers to form 
a video streaming service, but the company’s 
recently-acquired Hollywood veterans could 
help break that deadlock.

HOW APPLE MUSIC COMPARES TO THE 
MAJOR COMPETITION

Nonetheless, with no specific timeframe yet 
suggested for the debut of a service that could 
plausibly be named “Apple Video”, the more 
immediate focus is, for now, on Apple Music. 
While the music streaming market has become 
crowded with service providers, Apple Music 
compares well to its major rivals. It trails only 
Spotify in its number of paid subscribers - and, 
like that service, offers over 30 million songs for 
streaming. Unlike Spotify, it also integrates with 
Siri on various Apple devices.

Apple Music also charges the same 
$9.99-a-month fee as Spotify’s premium tier. 
Though Apple Music does offer a three-month 
free trial, it departs from Spotify practice in not 
offering any permanently free service that is 
funded by regular advertisements. Both Apple 
Music and Spotify are available on the iOS, Mac, 
Windows and Android platforms; the same can 
be said of Google Play Music and Deezer Music, 
though Spotify also supports Linux and Deezer 
is on Windows Phone.

One music streaming service that has attracted 
a much greater amount of negative publicity 
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than any of the above is Tidal. Despite the strong 
support it has had from leading artists including 
Jay-Z and his wife Beyoncé, Tidal has been mired 
by poor music discovery features, occasional 
bugs, and a series of album release cock-ups. 
At least one respect in which it differs for the 
better is its offering of a $19.99 lossless quality 
high fidelity - or “HiFi” - service on top of the 
standard $9.99 tier.

MUSIC REMAINS A KEY PART 
OF APPLE’S STRATEGY

The recent announcements and reports 
surrounding Apple’s original content plans leave 
us in no doubt that music and culture remain 
strong parts of the company’s identity. Apple 
even recently streamlined its iTunes desktop 
software to bring the focus more firmly onto 
music. That meant abandoning the availability 
of the iOS App Store and ringtones with iTunes 
12.7, though Apple recently restored this 
availability with iTunes 12.6.3, which iTunes 
12.7 users can still install.

Furthermore, with Iovine, Ehrlicht and Amburg 
all now among Apple’s executive ranks, we 
can expect Apple to follow through on its 
ambitious original content plans. Could the 
next TV drama to reach the popularity of Game 
of Thrones debut on an Apple service - whether 
that be the iTunes Store, Apple Music or “Apple 
Video”? We see no reason to rule out the 
possibility - especially if Apple further steps up 
its efforts and investment with original content 
over the next few years.

by Benjamin Kerry & Gavin Lenaghan

Image: Josh Miller/CNET
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The U.S. Border Patrol is considering a surveillance 
balloon that can be quickly moved to spot illegal 
activity, part of an effort to see if more eyes in the 
sky translate to fewer illegal crossings.

Agents in Texas recently finished a 30-day trial of 
the camera-toting, helium-filled balloon made 
by Drone Aviation Holding Corp., a small startup 
that named former Border Patrol chief David 
Aguilar to its board of directors in January. The 
3-year-old, money-losing company gave Aguilar 
options that may prove lucrative if it gets more 
orders for its proprietary model.

The trial comes as agents test hand-launched 
drones, which are relatively inexpensive but 
hampered by short battery life and weight 

BORDER PATROL 
TESTS CAMERA-

TOTING BALLOON
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limits. The Border Patrol has also used six large 
tethered balloons in Texas since 2012, acquired 
from the Defense Department.

President Donald Trump has pledged to add 
5,000 agents, but hiring has been slow. If drones 
and balloons are deployed more widely, fewer 
agents may be needed.

The new balloon - called Winch Aerostat Small 
Platform, or WASP - drew the Border Patrol’s 
interest largely to save money. The company 
says one costs $800,000 plus about $350,000  
a year to operate, depending on how often  
it’s moved. By contrast, operating the current 
fleet of six large balloons costs $33 million a 
year, according to U.S. Rep. Henry Cuellar, a 
Texas Democrat.

The Border Patrol, in response to questions 
from media, said last week it was evaluating 
results of the trial. The agency hadn’t previously 
disclosed the trial, but the AP learned details 
from Aguilar, Cuellar and head of the agents’ 
union Brandon Judd.

Agents began experimenting with the WASP 
Aug. 21 at the Border Patrol’s Rio Grande City 
station and with a mobile response team in  
Rio Grande Valley, the busiest corridor for 
illegal crossings.

Cuellar, who was briefed on the trial during a 
visit last month, said the agency’s top official  
in the region was “very complimentary” of  
the technology.

The balloons can be assembled and deployed 
by two or three agents in less than an hour 
and remain aloft while tethered to a moving 
vehicle. The large balloons, controlled remotely 
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from trailers, can take days to assemble,  
require more than twice the crew and are 
almost never moved.

The WASP also may perform better in strong 
winds, which Aguilar said was evident as 
Hurricane Harvey hit nearby. Drone Aviation 
says it can handle gusts up to 45 mph (72 kph).

On the flip side, the balloons can’t carry as 
much equipment. One U.S. official familiar with 
the technology said their cameras scanned 4 or 
5 miles (8 kilometers). The larger models, with 
their heavier gear, can peer about 20 miles (32 
kilometers). The official spoke on condition of 
anonymity because the Border Patrol hadn’t 
publicly discussed the balloons.

Judd, president of the National Border Patrol 
Council, said it would “be a great piece of 
equipment for us.” The official said a decision 
was expected within months.

Aguilar appears ideally suited to make 
the company’s case. He was Border Patrol 
chief from 2005 to 2010 and retired from 
government in 2013 after stints as deputy 
and acting commissioner of its parent 
agency, Customs and Border Protection. He 
discusses border issues at conferences and in 
congressional hearings.

Drone Aviation pays Aguilar $24,000 a year  
and granted options to buy 50,000 shares for 
$2.90 apiece in January 2018 and 50,000 in 
January 2019 at the same price. The stock rose 
8 cents, or 8.1 percent, to $1.07 in over-the-
counter trading.

The company, backed by billionaire investor 
Phillip Frost, posted a loss of $8.5 million on 
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revenues of $1.5 million last year. It employs  
24 people at its Jacksonville Florida, 
headquarters, according to a presentation  
for investors in January.

The investor presentation touted Aguilar’s key 
relationships to drive growth.

Companies often recruit former officials to their 
boards and executive suites to help pitch their 
former agencies. Defense contractors are stacked 
with former Pentagon officials.

Such arrangements, while widespread and 
legal, rile some critics of corporate influence  
on government.

“It does raise issues for people about whether 
there’s kind of an inside track, a revolving door, 
between government and the private sector,” 
said Lawrence Noble, general counsel for  
The Campaign Legal Center, a watchdog  
group in Washington.

Aguilar, who joined the Border Patrol in 1978 
and climbed the ranks, is a principal at Global 
Security and Innovative Strategies, a Washington 
consulting firm that includes a former Secret 
Service director and a former Homeland Security 
Department chief of staff. He said Drone Aviation 
approached him, and he made introductions to 
the Border Patrol after becoming convinced the 
aircraft would help.

Aguilar said it’s healthy for the military and law 
enforcement agencies to rely on former officials 
in the private sector.

“This was an assessment, an evaluation, 
a comparison,” he said. “Now it’s up to the 
government to get to where they want to go, 
need to go, or not.”
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Netflix is sinking deeper into debt in its 
relentless pursuit of more viewers, leaving the 
company little margin for error as it tries to build 
the world’s biggest video subscription service.

The big burden that Netflix is shouldering hasn’t 
been a major concern on Wall Street so far, as 
CEO Reed Hastings’ strategy has been paying off.

The billions of dollars that Netflix has borrowed to 
pay for exclusive series such as “House of Cards,” 
“Stranger Things,” and “The Crown” has helped its 
service more than triple its global audience during 
the past four years — leaving it with 109 million 
subscribers worldwide through September.

That figure includes 5.3 million subscribers 
added during the July-September period, 
according to Netflix’s quarterly earnings 
report released Monday. The growth exceeded 
management forecasts and analyst projections. 

NETFLIX SINKING 
DEEPER INTO 
DEBT TO FUEL 

SUBSCRIBER 
GROWTH
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Netflix’s stock rose 1 percent in extended 
trading, putting it on track to touch new highs 
Tuesday. The shares have increased by about 
five-fold during the past four years.

If the subscribers keep coming at the current 
pace, Netflix may surpass its role model — HBO 
— within the next few years. HBO started this 
year with 134 million subscribers worldwide.

“We are running around 100 miles an hour 
doing our thing around the world,” Hastings said 
during a review of the third-quarter results.

But Netflix’s subscriber growth could slow if it 
can’t continue to win programming rights to hit 
TV series and movies, now that there are more 
competitors, including Apple , Amazon, Hulu 
and YouTube.

If that happens, there will be more attention on 
Netflix’s huge programming bills, and “then we 
could see an investor backlash,” CFRA Research 
analyst Tuna Amobi says. “But Netflix has been 
delivering great subscriber growth so far.”

Netflix’s long-term debt and other obligations 
totaled $21.9 billion as of Sept. 30, up from 
$16.8 billion at the same time last year. That 
includes $17 billion for video programming, 
up from $14.4 billion a year ago. Most of the 
programming payments are due within the next 
five years. Netflix expects to spend $7 billion to 
$8 billion on programming next year, up from $6 
billion this year.

The Los Gatos, California, company has to 
borrow to pay for most of its programming 
expenses because it doesn’t generate enough 
cash on its own. Netflix burned through 
another $465 million in the most recent quarter, 
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which is known as “negative cash flow” in 
accounting parlance.

For all of this year, Netflix has warned that its 
negative cash flow might be as high as $2.5 
billion, a trend that management expects will 
continue for at least the next several years as 
it tries to diversify its video library to appeal to 
divergent tastes in about 190 countries.

Nonetheless, Netflix has remained profitable, 
under U.S. accounting rules. The company 
earned $130 million on $3 billion in revenue in 
its latest quarter.

And management appears to be trying to ease 
the financial drain with price increases of $1 and 
$2 a month for most of its 53 million subscribers 
in the U.S. before the end of the year. The higher 
prices are likely to increase Netflix’s revenue 
by about $650 million next year, RBC Capital 
Markets analyst Mark Mahaney predicted.

But the price increases could backfire if 
it provokes an unusually high number of 
subscribers to cancel, something Netflix faced 
when it raised rates in the past. Most analysts 
believe that’s unlikely to happen this time, and 
Netflix supported that thesis with its growth 
forecast. Management expects to add 6.3 million 
subscribers during the October-December 
period, slightly more than what analysts are 
anticipating, according to FactSet.

Netflix has long argued its borrowing makes 
sense to gain a huge advantage over rivals as 
people increasingly watch programming on 
internet-connected devices. Plus, management 
points out that its total debt is small compared 
with its market value of nearly $90 billion.
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With such a valuable stock, Netflix theoretically 
could sell more shares to raise money — similar 
to how homeowners sometimes use the equity 
accrued in their houses to pay big bills.

But that would be more difficult to do if Netflix’s 
stock price plummets amid concerns about 
its debt.

Wedbush Securities analyst Michael Pachter 
also questions the long-term value of Netflix’s 
programming line-up.

“What is something like Season One of ‘House 
of Cards’ worth to you if you already have 
watched it? It’s probably only worth something 
to someone who hasn’t been subscribing to 
Netflix for the past five years,” Pachter says. “So 
that means Netflix has to keep reinventing itself 
virtually every year, and that costs money.”
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The Nielsen company, which has long measured 
viewership of television programs, now says it has 
a way to collect and widely spread details about 
how many people watch programming produced 
by streaming services like Netflix and Amazon.

Nielsen announced its new service on 
Wednesday and said that eight television 
networks and studios, including ABC and NBC, 
have subscribed to it.

Even with Hulu’s “The Handmaid’s Tale” winning 
an Emmy for best drama last month, the number 
of people who actually watch the program has 
remained a mystery. Since 2014, Nielsen has 
been able to count viewership of streamed 
programs but reported it only to the companies 
that stream them. The companies, led by 
industry behemoth Netflix, have largely kept 
that information a secret.

NIELSEN SAYS 
IT WILL REPORT 

ON WHO’S 
WATCHING 

STREAMED 
SHOWS
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Now, Nielsen will be able to measure viewership 
of streamed programs through an audio 
signature that does not require any action 
by the programmers to activate it, said Brian 
Fuhrer, Nielsen’s senior vice president of 
product leadership.

Clients like ABC and NBC will be able to know 
how many people are watching “House of Cards,” 
for example, and have no reason to keep that 
information private.

“When people start analyzing this, they’re going 
to be quite surprised at the size of the audience 
these programs are commanding,” Fuhrer said.

Between 12 and 13 percent of television 
consumption now consists of streamed 
programs, he said. Half of that are shows 
on Netflix.

When Netflix made eight episodes of its series 
“Marvel’s The Defenders” available on the same 
day in August, all of them landed among the 20 
most-watched television programs for the week 
among viewers in the prized 18-to-49-year-old 
demographic, Nielsen said. The remake “Fuller 
House” has also had strong numbers.

The research company will be able to measure 
the impact of binge-watching, too. When a 
company like Netflix releases a season’s worth of 
episodes on a single day, that show’s fans watch 
an average of four and a half episodes in a day, 
Nielsen said.

People will also learn demographic information 
on a show’s audience, like which programs are 
more appealing to young people.

A Netflix representative declined comment on 
the new service.
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So far, Nielsen says it can only measure 
streaming viewership on television, and not on 
mobile devices.

Nielsen, in recent years, has begun systematically 
measuring how many people watch regular 
television shows on a time-delayed basis, instead 
of on the same night they are broadcast. That 
gives a fuller view of the rapidly changing ways in 
which experience TV, and the streaming numbers 
will make that picture even clearer. The numbers 
are eagerly sought by advertisers who want to 
know how many people are being exposed to 
their products.

The extent to which Nielsen will make this 
information available to the public is unknown, 
or if the company will incorporate the figures in 
its weekly release of top programs.
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The Supreme Court agreed Monday to take on a 
major dispute over the government’s authority to 
force American technology companies to hand 
over emails and other digital information sought 
in criminal probes but stored outside the U.S.

The justices intervened in a case of a federal 
drug trafficking investigation that sought emails 
that Microsoft keeps on a server in Ireland. The 
federal appeals court in New York said that the 
emails are beyond the reach of a search warrant 
issued by an American judge.

The Trump administration and 33 states 
told the court that the decision is impeding 
investigations into terrorism, drug trafficking, 
fraud and child pornography because other 
courts are relying on the ruling in preventing 
U.S. and state authorities from obtaining 
information kept abroad.

COURT AGREES 
TO TAKE ON 

US-MICROSOFT 
DISPUTE  

OVER EMAILS
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The case is among several legal clashes that 
Redmond, Washington-based Microsoft and 
other technology companies have had with the 
government over questions of digital privacy 
and authorities’ need for information to combat 
crime and extremism.

Privacy law experts say the companies  
have been more willing to push back  
against the government since the leak of 
classified information detailing America’s 
surveillance programs.

The case also highlights the difficulty that 
judges face in trying to square decades-old laws 
with new technological developments. In urging 
the high court to stay out of the case, Microsoft 
said Congress needs to bring the law into the 
age of cloud computing.

In 2013, federal investigators obtained a warrant 
under a 1986 law for emails from an account 
they believe was being used in illegal drug 
transactions as well as identifying information 
about the user of the email account.

Microsoft turned over the information, but went 
to court to defend its decision not to hand over 
the emails from Ireland.

The federal appeals court in New York agreed 
with the company. The administration in 
its Supreme Court appeal said the decision 
is damaging “hundreds if not thousands of 
investigations of crimes — ranging from 
terrorism, to child pornography, to fraud.”

Vermont, representing the states at the high 
court, said Google and Yahoo are among other 
email providers that “are relying on the decision 
to resist warrants.”
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Wherever the emails reside, Microsoft can 
retrieve them “domestically with the click of a 
computer mouse,” Justice Department lawyer 
Jeffrey Wall told the court.

But Microsoft said the appeals court was correct 
to limit the use of a warrant for information held 
abroad. The company said the better course is 
for Congress to make needed changes to bring 
the 1986 Stored Communications Act up to date. 
Bipartisan bills have been introduced in both the 
Senate and House of Representatives. Microsoft 
said the high court’s intervention would “short-
circuit” the congressional effort.

“The current laws were written for the era of 
the floppy disk, not the world of the cloud. We 
believe that rather than arguing over an old law 
in court, it is time for Congress to act by passing 
new legislation,” Microsoft president and chief 
legal officer Brad Smith wrote on the company’s 
blog after the court acted.
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Privacy scholars also have worried that the court 
may have trouble resolving difficult issues in a 
nuanced way.

Data companies have built servers around the 
world to keep up with customers’ demands for 
speed and access. Among the issues the court 
may confront is whether the same rules apply 
to the emails of an American citizen and a 
foreigner. Another is whether it matters where 
the person is living.

The Stored Communications Act became law 
long before the advent of cloud computing. 
Judge Gerard Lynch, on the New York panel that 
sided with Microsoft, called for “congressional 
action to revise a badly outdated statute.”

The case, U.S. v. Microsoft, 17-2, will be argued 
early next year.
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Children in lower-income families spend more 
time watching TV and using electronic devices 
than kids in more affluent homes, according to a 
survey released Thursday.

The report by the nonprofit group Common 
Sense Media on the viewing habits of more 
than 1,400 children nationwide age 8 and under 
found that less-affluent youngsters spend nearly 
three-and-a-half hours daily watching TV and 
using varied devices including smartphones, 
tablets, laptops and video game players.

LOWER-INCOME 
KIDS GIVE MORE 

TIME TO TV, 
DIGITAL MEDIA
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By comparison, kids in higher-income homes 
spend just under two hours on such activities. 
The offspring of better-educated parents also 
spend less time with media (1 hour, 37 minutes) 
compared with children of those with less 
education (2 hours, 50 minutes).

“Before we can begin to understand the impact 
of media and technology on kids and families, 
we have to better understand their attitudes and 
behaviors,” James P. Steyer, the nonprofit group’s 
CEO and founder, and Reveta Franklin Bowers, 
chair of its board, said in a preface to the report.

The survey found that Latino parents expressed 
the most concern about what their children are 
exposed to in media, including sex, violence and 
racial and gender stereotypes. African-American 
parents voiced somewhat less concern, with 
white parents expressing the least worry 
among ethnic groups.

But a majority of parents overall said their 
children’s use of digital media helps boost 
learning and creativity.

The time youngsters spend reading or being 
read to has remained steady at 30 minutes 
daily, compared with previous studies in 2011 
and 2013. But fewer than half (43 percent) 
of children under 2 are read to each day, 
counter to the American Academy of Pediatrics 
recommendation that reading to kids should 
begin at infancy to help develop language and 
literacy skills.

Nearly half (49 percent) of children are 
watching TV or using electronic media shortly 
before bedtime, contrary to the academy’s 
recommendation of an hour gap between such 
activities and sleep.
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According to its conclusion, the survey “should 
not be read as a judgment on the quality 
of children’s time with media; rather, it is a 
snapshot of how media and technology are 
infused into daily life. Additional experimental 
and qualitative work is essential to better 
understanding the full implications of children’s 
media use.”

Other key findings:

— Children 8 and younger spend an average 
of 2 hours, 19 minutes daily with screen media, 
about the same as in prior study years. TV gets 
the lion’s share, 58 minutes, but mobile has 
risen rapidly from 5 minutes daily in 2011 to 48 
minutes in 2017.

— The “digital divide” is narrower but still exists 
between more and less affluent families. Home 
computers and internet access were found in 
72 percent and 74 percent, respectively, of low-
income homes, compared with 97 percent and 
96 percent for higher-income families.

— In a surprising twist, children pick “old-
fashioned” paper books over digital reading. 
Only three of the 29 minutes that kids spend 
reading each day are on electronic devices.

Online:

www.commonsense.org/research
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Movies
TV Shows&

by Andrew Jay Cohen
Genre: Comedy
Released: 2017
Price: $14.99

52 Ratings
Trailer
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Rotten Tomatoes

17%

The House 

When Scott (Will Ferrell) and Kate (Amy 
Poehler) lose their daughter’s college fund 
they become desperate to earn it back. So, 
with the help of their neighbour, they decide 
to start an illegal casino in the basement of 
his house.

FIVE FACTS:
1. Will Ferrell and Amy Poehler had starred 
together ten years previously in Blades of 
Glory (2007). 

2. This movie is Andrew Jay Cohen’s 
directorial debut. 

3. Mariah Carey was scheduled to film a 
cameo, but her scenes were never filmed. 
She showed up four hours late and then 
didn’t want to do the scene she had agreed 
to do. 

4. Will Ferrell, Andy Buckley, Rob Huebel and 
Randall Park have all appeared in The Office. 

5. Jason Mantzoukas and Nick Kroll were 
both previously in The League.
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The House Movie Clip - What’s This? (2017) 
Movieclips Coming Soon
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The Emoji Movie 

Inside your smartphone is the hidden world 
of Textopolis, a bustling city where all emojis 
live. In this city, Gene (T.J. Miller), an emoji 
with multiple expressions is determined 
to become “normal” like the other emojis 
so enlists the help of his best friends Hi-5 
(James Corden) and Jailbreak (Anna Faris). 
During their quest, they discover a great 
danger that could threaten their phone’s 
very existence. 

FIVE FACTS:
1. The original title was Emojimovie: 
Express Yourself.

2. According to T.J. Miller, this is the fastest 
produced animated film in history. 

3. The original artwork of the main three 
emojis bears a strong resemblance to the 
poster for Free Birds (2013). 

4. Ilana Glazer was originally set to play the 
character of Jailbreak. 

5. The film was shown alongside Puppy, 
a short animation based on the Hotel 
Transylvania films.  
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by Anthony Leondis
Genre: Comedy
Released: 2017
Price: $19.99

406 Ratings

Rotten Tomatoes

10%

Trailer
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Tell Me True (2017) | Movieclips Coming Soon
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Music

“What About Us” 
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Genre: Pop
Released: Oct 13, 2017
13 Songs
Price: $10.99

83 Ratings

Beautiful Trauma
P!nk

With contributions from Jack Antonoff and 
her longtime creative partner Billy Mann, 
P!nk’s seventh studio album manages to 
achieve something that is cathartic while still 
being wholehearted. Devastating ballads 
like ‘Barbies’ complement anthems like ‘What 
About Us’ and her collaboration with Eminem 
in ‘Revenge’ results in an album that is bold, 
frank and beautiful. 

FIVE FACTS:
1. The name Pink came after friends picked 
her as the Quentin Tarantino character 
Mr Pink in Reservoir Dogs (1992) and she 
wanted to reclaim it as a power colour since 
she was always a tomboy. 

2. She recorded a song for President Obama, 
but it was never released.

3. She has appeared in the films Charlie’s 
Angels: Full Throttle, Get Him to the Greek, 
Thanks for Sharing, Happy Feet Two, 
Rollerball and Catacombs. 

4. Her song ‘Please Don’t Leave Me’ was 
written about Carey Hart while the two were 
going through a rough patch. 

5. In a 2010 interview, singer Adele said 
that seeing Pink perform live when she 
was younger was one of the “most defining 
moments of her life.” 
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“Beautiful Trauma”  
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Carry Fire
Robert Plant  

Without much deviation in tone from 2014’s 
Lullaby and...the Ceaseless Roar, Robert 
Plant’s eleventh studio album Carry Fire sees 
him address bigger issues such as the evils of 
colonialism in ‘New World’ and nationalism in 
‘Carving Up the World Again.’ Other highlights 
include the Chrissie Hynde duet on ‘Bluebirds 
Over the Mountain’ and ‘The May Queen’ 
which provides an air of nostalgia.

FIVE FACTS:
1. Both Donovan and Steve Windwood were 
considered as lead singers for Led Zeppelin 
before they settled for Plant. 

2. In 2007, he won the Beard Liberation 
Front Beard of the Year award. 

3. When Zeppelin’s 1976 album Presence 
was recorded, Plant was in a wheelchair 
after having narrowly escaped a car crash 
in Greece. 

4. In 2009, football club Wolverhampton 
Wanderers announced that Plant was to 
become the club’s third Vice-President. 

5. NPR named Plant was one of the “50 Great 
Voices” in the world. 

Genre: Rock 
Released: Oct 13, 2017
11 Songs
Price: $11.99

116 Ratings
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“Bluebirds Over the Mountain”
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   “The May Queen” 
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Driven by younger audiences, the small-budget 
horror thriller “Happy Death Day” opened this 
weekend in the top spot at the box office with 
$26 million, while “Blade Runner 2049” slid into 
second place in its second weekend in theaters 
with $15.5 million.

Jackie Chan’s “The Foreigner” debuted in third 
place with a higher than expected $13.1 million.

Rounding out the top five were “It,” in fourth 
with $6 million, and “The Mountain Between Us,” 
in fifth with $5.8 million.

BOX OFFICE TOP 20:
‘HAPPY DEATH DAY’
 PARTIES AT NO. 1
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The top 20 movies at U.S. and Canadian theaters 
Friday through Sunday, followed by distribution 
studio, gross, number of theater locations, 
average receipts per location, total gross and 
number of weeks in release, as compiled 
Monday by comScore:

1. “Happy Death Day,” Universal, 

$26,039,025, 3,149 locations,  

$8,269 average, $26,039,025, 1 Week.

2. “Blade Runner 2049,” Warner Bros., 

$15,492,244, 4,058 locations,  

$3,818 average, $60,970,631, 2 Weeks.

3. “The Foreigner,” STX Entertainment, 

$13,113,024, 2,515 locations,  

$5,214 average, $13,113,024, 1 Week.

4. “It,” Warner Bros., $6,055,633, 

3,176 locations, $1,907 average, 

$314,935,154, 6 Weeks.

5. “The Mountain Between Us,” 20th 

Century Fox, $5,750,951,  

3,259 locations, $1,765 average, 

$20,603,873, 2 Weeks.
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6. “American Made,” Universal, 

$5,500,950, 3,098 locations,  

$1,776 average, $40,230,815, 3 Weeks.

7. “Kingsman: The Golden Circle,” 20th 

Century Fox, $5,379,417, 

 2,982 locations, $1,804 average, 

$89,716,457, 4 Weeks.

8. “The Lego Ninjago Movie,” Warner Bros., 

$4,316,424, 3,053 locations,  

$1,414 average, $51,579,113, 4 Weeks.

9. “My Little Pony: The Movie,” Lionsgate, 

$4,111,877, 2,528 locations,  

$1,627 average, $15,625,311, 2 Weeks.

10. “Victoria And Abdul,” Focus Features, 

$3,006,155, 900 locations,  

$3,340 average, $11,233,099, 4 Weeks.
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11. “Marshall,” Open Road, $3,000,805, 

821 locations, $3,655 average, 

$3,000,805, 1 Week.

12. “Flatliners,” Sony, $1,544,995, 

1,983 locations, $779 average, 

$15,672,966, 3 Weeks.

13. “Battle Of The Sexes,” Fox 

Searchlight, $1,338,564,  

1,394 locations, $960 average,  

$10,352,762, 4 Weeks.

14. “MET Opera: Die Zauberflote (2017),” 

Fathom Events, $1,225,000,  

900 locations, $1,361 average,  

$1,225,000, 1 Week.

15. “Professor Marston & The Wonder 

Women,” Annapurna Pictures , 

$736,883, 1,229 locations, $600 average, 

$736,883, 1 Week.
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16. “American Assassin,” Lionsgate, 

$520,583, 820 locations,  

$635 average, $35,603,092, 5 Weeks.

17. “The Florida Project,” A24, $368,149, 

33 locations, $11,156 average, 

$590,957, 2 Weeks.

18. “Loving Vincent,” Good Deed 

Entertainment, $331,602,  

55 locations, $6,029 average,  

$750,674, 4 Weeks.

19. “The Stray,” Quality Flix, $286,494, 

430 locations, $666 average, 

$1,191,487, 2 Weeks.

20. “Til Death Do Us Part,” Novus 

Content, $284,088, 298 locations, 

$953 average, $3,221,831, 3 Weeks.

Universal and Focus are owned by NBC Universal, a unit of Comcast 
Corp.; Sony, Columbia, Sony Screen Gems and Sony Pictures Classics 
are units of Sony Corp.; Paramount is owned by Viacom Inc.; Disney, 
Pixar and Marvel are owned by The Walt Disney Co.; Miramax is owned 
by Filmyard Holdings LLC; 20th Century Fox and Fox Searchlight are 
owned by 21st Century Fox; Warner Bros. and New Line are units 
of Time Warner Inc.; MGM is owned by a group of former creditors 
including Highland Capital, Anchorage Advisors and Carl Icahn; 
Lionsgate is owned by Lions Gate Entertainment Corp.; IFC is owned by 
AMC Networks Inc.; Rogue is owned by Relativity Media LLC.
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Newark is joining Los Angeles, Nashville and 
Cleveland, Mississippi, as a host of a museum 
celebrating the Grammy music awards, a tip of 
the hat to the state’s rich musical legacy.

The Grammy Museum Experience officially 
opens Thursday at Newark’s Prudential Center 
arena. It features a trove of memorabilia from 
numerous artists, with a focus on new Jersey 
natives such as Bruce Springsteen, Frank Sinatra 
and Whitney Houston. It also has interactive 
exhibits that let visitors get behind the mic or 
mixing board to make their own music.

The museum is another jewel in the 
revitalization of Newark’s downtown, 
stretching back to the opening of the New 
Jersey Performing Arts Center 20 years 
ago. The Prudential Center opened in 2007 
and is considered among the top concert 

GRAMMY 
MUSEUM PAYS 
HOMAGE TO 
NEW JERSEY 

MUSICAL LEGACY
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venues in the country. Together the two 
have served as catalysts for new retail and 
residential development.

“We look forward to welcoming musicians, 
music lovers, students, families, and visitors 
of all kinds to Newark,” Democratic Mayor Ras 
Baraka said. “The arrival of the Grammy Museum 
at Newark just further proves what we’ve 
been saying all along — we are America’s next 
destination city.”

The driving force behind the project is Bob 
Santelli, founding executive director of the 
Grammy Museum in Los Angeles, which opened 
in 2008. It didn’t hurt that Santelli is a New 
Jersey native who grew up with members of 
Springsteen’s E Street Band and has written two 
books with The Boss.

When the decision was made to put exhibits 
around the country, certain spots were natural 
choices: Nashville as the center of country music, 
and Mississippi as the birthplace of the blues, 
the precursor to rock ‘n’ roll.

Newark and northern New Jersey, home to the 
likes of Houston and Sinatra along with Queen 
Latifah, jazz giant Sarah Vaughan, Frankie Valli 
and the Four Seasons and numerous others, 
made sense as well.

“It had a tremendous musical legacy much like 
the Mississippi Delta, but it had been overlooked 
over much of the last half century,” Santelli said.

The museum is equal parts traditional and 
hands-on. Among the exhibits are some of the 
more famous costumes from past Grammy 
ceremonies, from Ella Fitzgerald to Michael 
Jackson, Madonna to Beyonce and Taylor Swift.
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A tuxedo worn by Sinatra is there, along with a 
choir robe worn by Houston when she sang at 
the New Hope Baptist Church in Newark, site 
of her memorial service in 2012. Springsteen’s 
plain white t-shirt and jeans are there as well, in 
addition to a humorous, hand-written letter to 
a landlady asking for patience regarding a late 
rent payment.

Visitors can try their hand at making music 
with several interactive exhibits. One features a 
video drumming lesson from Max Weinberg of 
Springsteen’s E Street Band. Another shows how 
to make a recording with rapper Wyclef Jean.

The museum also will host a variety of programs 
for students, including one that allows them 
to meet the artists and another that lets them 
watch sound checks to see what goes into 
putting on a concert, Santelli said.

“We’re trying to make sure it’s not all about the 
costumes and guitars and interactive,” he said. 
“The physical space is just the tip of the iceberg 
— the value is in the programs, getting into the 
schools to bring artists in to talk to the kids.”
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The young Han Solo Star Wars spinoff film finally 
has a title: “Solo: A Star Wars Story.”

Director Ron Howard announced the title 
Tuesday in a Twitter video celebrating 
production wrap on the anthology film starring 
Alden Ehrenreich as the grumpy space smuggler 
originated by Harrison Ford.

The film also stars Donald Glover as Lando 
Calrissian, Woody Harrelson, Emilia Clarke and 
Thandie Newtown and focuses on Han and 
Chewbacca before they joined the rebellion.

The film has had some well-known production 
turmoil. Deep into the shoot directors Phil Lord 
and Christopher Miller abruptly left the project 
and were replaced by Howard.

“Solo: A Star Wars Story” is set for a May 25, 
2018, release.

HAN SOLO 
STAR WARS 

SPINOFF FILM 
FINALLY HAS 

A TITLE
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Chelsea Handler says she is ending her weekly 
Netflix talk show after two seasons in order to 
focus on political activism.

Handler says in a statement that she plans to 
devote as much time as she can to become “a 
more knowledgeable and engaged citizen” and 
take on projects that have personal significance. 
The comedian adds that her goal is to be 
better informed and “participate in a more 
meaningful way.”

Handler says a Netflix documentary is in 
the works where she will engage with 
“people of different ethnicities, religions and 
political philosophies.”

Handler launched “Chelsea” on Netflix last year 
after a seven-year run on E! hosting the nightly 
“Chelsea Lately,” which ended in 2014.

Handler says new episodes of “Chelsea” will 
stream each week until the end of the year.

CHELSEA HANDLER 
ENDING NETFLIX 

SHOW TO FOCUS 
ON ACTIVISM
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Dozens of cities are working frantically to 
land Amazon’s second headquarters, raising a 
weighty question with no easy answer:

Is it worth it?

Amazon is promising $5 billion of investment 
and 50,000 jobs over the next decade and a 
half. Yet the winning city would have to provide 
Amazon with generous tax breaks and other 
incentives that can erode a city’s tax base.

Most economists say the answer is a qualified 
yes — that an Amazon headquarters is a rare 
case in which a package of at least modest 
enticements could repay a city over time. 
That’s particularly true compared with other 
projects that often receive public financial 
aid, from sports stadiums to the Olympics to 
manufacturing plants, which generally return 
lesser, if any, benefits over the long run.

BIG QUESTION
 FOR US CITIES: 
IS AMAZON’S 
HQ2 WORTH  

THE PRICE?
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For the right city, winning Amazon’s second 
headquarters could help it attain the rarefied 
status of “tech hub,” with the prospect of highly 
skilled, well-paid workers by the thousands 
spending freely, upgrading a city’s urban core 
and fueling job growth beyond Amazon itself.

Other companies would likely move, over time, 
to that city, including employers that partner 
with Amazon in such cutting-edge fields as 
virtual reality and artificial intelligence. Some 
Amazon employees would also likely leave the 
company to launch their own startups, thereby 
producing additional job growth.

In theory at least, those trends could help attract 
more highly educated residents in a virtuous cycle 
that helps increase salaries and home values.

“This definitely beats other deals that I have 
seen, to be sure,” said Enrico Moretti, an 
economist at the University of California, 
Berkeley and author of “The New Geography 
of Jobs. “It would certainly increase the 
attractiveness of that city for other well-paying 
high-tech jobs.”

It’s that hope that has triggered excitement, 
from such metropolises as New York, Boston 
and Chicago to tiny Maumee, Ohio (population 
14,000). The deadline for submissions is Thursday.

High-tech firms like Amazon create a “clustering 
effect,” Moretti’s research has found, whereby 
a company attracts workers with specialized 
knowledge in, say, software and data analysis. 
These workers are rare in other cities but reach 
a critical mass in a tech hub. And higher-skilled 
workers are more productive when they work 
in proximity to each other, sharing ideas  
and experiences.
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A result is that each new high-tech job can 
create up to five more jobs, Moretti estimates. 
That’s far more “spillover” than is true in 
manufacturing, where a new job typically 
creates fewer than two other jobs, he calculates. 
His findings suggest that Amazon’s second 
headquarters could lead to as many as 300,000 
total jobs over a couple of decades.

The spillover job growth would likely include 
not only other high-tech positions but 
also professional occupations — doctors, 
accountants and architects, for example — in 
addition to higher-paying blue collar jobs, in, 
say, construction, and lower-paid service jobs at 
retailers and restaurants.

By contrast, manufacturing jobs tend to decline 
over time, Moretti said, as factories become 
more efficient through automation or succumb 
to competition from overseas.

“When you lock in manufacturing, you don’t 
know what will be there in 10 years,” he said.

Like most economists, Moretti doesn’t think 
cities should dangle billions in subsidies to 
Amazon. Many say local governments should 
focus instead on developing assets that would 
benefit the larger region, such as offering to 
upgrade community colleges.

Still, for a city struggling to develop a  
modern economic base, landing Amazon  
could be transformative.

“Not all corporate relocations are scams, 
and not all of them are created equal,” Mark 
Muro, a senior fellow at Brookings Institution’s 
Metropolitan Policy Program, said, referring to 
Amazon’s HQ2 announcement. “It’s certainly big 
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enough that one place, particularly in  
the Midwest, could have its fortunes 
meaningfully improved.”

That said, the competition for Amazon might 
not be as intense as it seems: Few metro 
areas meet the company’s criteria, including a 
population of more than 1 million people, an 
international airport and a “strong university 
system.” That reality should give the eligible 
cities some leverage, Moretti says.

Amazon’s search comes at a particularly fraught 
time, with regional income and employment 
gaps are widening. The effects of clustering have 
lifted a limited number of cities far above the 
rest of the country.

EMSI, an economic consulting firm, calculates 
that workers in only five of the nation’s 100 
largest cities experienced healthy average 
annual pay increases of at least 2 percent, 
adjusted for inflation, from 2012 through 2016: 
San Jose; Seattle; San Francisco; Raleigh, North 
Carolina; and Madison, Wisconsin. The first four 
are tech hubs, while Madison is the home of the 
University of Wisconsin.

And the Economic Innovation Group, a think 
tank, found in a recent report that the nation’s 
wealthiest communities, where about one-
quarter of all Americans live, captured 52 
percent of new jobs from 2011 through 2015.

Amazon built its headquarters in Seattle in 1994 
partly because Microsoft’s presence there had 
attracted many software programmers, Moretti 
notes. Microsoft employees went on to start 
other companies in the area, including Real 
Networks and Expedia.
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Boston, one of many cities competing for 
Amazon’s second headquarters, has benefited 
from clustering effects in the past decade. 
Amazon and Apple have already set up 
smaller offices there, mostly in search of voice-
recognition and artificial intelligence expertise.

Boston is also now the site of a robotics cluster, 
thanks in part to iRobot, the company that 
makes the Roomba automated vacuum, which 
launched there in 1990.

Reese Mozer, chief executive of American 
Robotics, chose to start his firm in Boston even 
though he had earned an advanced degree from 
Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh.

“Boston just had a little bit more access to capital 
and talent than Pittsburgh,” Mozer said.

Amazon’s preferences — which also include mass 
transit and a “highly educated labor pool” — 
suggest that the ultimate winner might turn out 
to be a city that is already economically vibrant.

“When you find places like that that have all 
those characteristics, that place is likely already 
doing well,” said John Lettieri, a co-founder of 
the Economic Innovation Group.

Many analysts say they hope Amazon chooses a 
city far from the tech hubs on the coasts, so the 
new headquarters can benefit a city that needs 
the lift — Indianapolis, say, or Columbus, Ohio. 
Even so, the company’s decision isn’t going to 
address the country’s geographical imbalances. It 
would take “50 Amazons” to do that, Muro said.

Landing Amazon is like “trying to win the 
lottery,” Lettieri said. “Economic development 
can’t be dependent on these once-in-a-
generation opportunities.”
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It was a faint signal, but it told of one of the most 
violent acts in the universe, and it would soon 
reveal secrets of the cosmos, including how gold 
was created.

Astronomers around the world reacted to the 
signal quickly, focusing telescopes located on 
every continent and even in orbit to a distant 
spot in the sky.

What they witnessed in mid-August and 
revealed Monday was the long-ago collision of 
two neutron stars — a phenomenon California 
Institute of Technology’s David H. Reitze called 
“the most spectacular fireworks in the universe.”

“When these things collide, all hell breaks loose,” 
he said.

David Reitze of the California Institute of 
Technology and the executive director of 
the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave 
Observatory, speaks at the National Press Club in 
Washington. (AP Photo/Susan Walsh)

SCIENTISTS 
WITNESS 

HUGE COSMIC 
CRASH, FIND 

ORIGINS OF GOLD
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Measurements of the light and other energy 
emanating from the crash have helped scientists 
explain how planet-killing gamma ray bursts are 
born, how fast the universe is expanding, and 
where heavy elements like platinum and gold 
come from.

“This is getting everything you wish for,” said 
Syracuse University physics professor Duncan 
Brown, one of more than 4,000 scientists 
involved in the blitz of science that the crash 
kicked off. “This is our fantasy observation.”

It started in a galaxy called NGC 4993, seen from 
Earth in the Hydra constellation. Two neutron 
stars, collapsed cores of stars so dense that a 
teaspoon of their matter would weigh 1 billion 
tons, danced ever faster and closer together 
until they collided, said Carnegie Institution 
astronomer Maria Drout.

The crash, called a kilonova, generated a fierce 
burst of gamma rays and a gravitational wave, a 
faint ripple in the fabric of space and time, first 
theorized by Albert Einstein.

“This is like a cosmic atom smasher at a scale far 
beyond humans would be capable of building,” 
said Andy Howell, a staff scientist at the Las 
Cumbres Observatory. “We finally now know 
what happens when an unstoppable force 
meets an immovable object and it’s a kilonova.”

The crash happened 130 million years ago, 
while dinosaurs still roamed on Earth, but the 
signal didn’t arrive on Earth until Aug. 17 after 
traveling 130 million light-years. A light-year is 
5.88 trillion miles.

Signals were picked up within 1.7 seconds of 
each other, by NASA’s Fermi telescope, which 
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detects gamma rays, and gravity wave detectors 
in Louisiana and Washington state that are a part 
of the LIGO Laboratory , whose founders won a 
Nobel Prize earlier this month. A worldwide alert 
went out to focus telescopes on what became the 
most well-observed astronomical event in history.

Before August, the only other gravity waves 
detected by LIGO were generated by colliding 
black holes. But black holes let no light escape, 
so astronomers could see nothing.

This time there was plenty to see, measure and 
analyze: matter, light, and other radiation. The 
Hubble Space Telescope even got a snapshot of 
the afterglow.

Finding where the crash happened wasn’t easy. 
Eventually scientists narrowed the location 
down to 100 galaxies, began a closer search 
of those, and found it in the ninth galaxy they 
looked at.

Vicky Kalogera, a gravitational-wave 
astrophysicist at Northwestern University, speaks 
at the National Press Club in Washington. (AP 
Photo/Susan Walsh)

It is like “the classic challenge of finding a needle 
in the haystack with the added challenge that 
the needle is fading away and the haystack 
is moving,” said Marcelle Soares-Santos, an 
astrophysicist at Brandeis University.

“The completeness of this picture from the 
beginning to the end is unprecedented,” said 
Columbia University physics professor Szabolcs 
Marka. “There are many, many extraordinary 
discoveries within the discovery.”

The colliding stars spewed bright blue, super-
hot debris that was dense and unstable. Some 
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of it coalesced into heavy elements, like gold, 
platinum and uranium. Scientists had suspected 
neutron star collisions had enough power to 
create heavier elements, but weren’t certain 
until they witnessed it.

“We see the gold being formed,” said 
Syracuse’s Brown.

Calculations from a telescope measuring 
ultraviolet light showed that the combined mass 
of the heavy elements from this explosion is 
1,300 times the mass of Earth. And all that stuff 
— including lighter elements — was thrown out 
in all different directions and is now speeding 
across the universe.

Perhaps one day the material will clump 
together into planets the way ours was formed, 
Reitze said — maybe ones with rich veins of 
precious metals.

“We already knew that iron came from a stellar 
explosion, the calcium in your bones came from 
stars and now we know the gold in your wedding 
ring came from merging neutron stars,” said 
University of California Santa Cruz’s Ryan Foley.

The crash also helped explain the origins of one of 
the most dangerous forces of the cosmos — short 
gamma ray bursts, focused beams of radiation that 
could erase life on any planet that happened to get 
in the way. These bursts shoot out in two different 
directions perpendicular to where the two neutron 
stars first crash, Reitze said.

Luckily for us, the beams of gamma rays were 
not focused on Earth and were generated too far 
away to be a threat, he said.

Scientists knew that the universe has been 
expanding since the Big Bang. By using LIGO 
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to measure gravitational waves while watching 
this event unfold, researchers came up with a 
new estimate for how fast that is happening, the 
so-called Hubble Constant. Before this, scientists 
came up with two slightly different answers 
using different techniques. The rough figure that 
came out of this event is between the original 
two, Reitze said.

The first optical images showed a bright blue dot 
that was very hot, which was likely the start of the 
heavy element creation process amid the neutron 
star debris, Drout said. After a day or two that blue 
faded, becoming much fainter and redder. And 
after three weeks it was completely gone, she said.

This almost didn’t happen. Eight days after the 
signal came through, the LIGO gravitational waves 
were shut down for a year’s worth of planned 
upgrades. A month later the whole area where the 
crash happened would have been blocked from 
astronomers’ prying eyes by the sun.

Scientists involved with the search for 
gravitational waves said this was the event they 
had prepared for over more than 20 years.

The findings are “of spectacular importance,” said 
Penn State physicist Abhay Ashtekar, who wasn’t 
part of the research. “This is really brand new.”

Almost all of the discoveries confirmed existing 
theories, but had not been proven — an 
encouraging result for theorists who have been 
trying to explain what is happening in the 
cosmos, said France Cordova, an astrophysicist 
who directs the National Science Foundation.

“We so far have been unable to prove Einstein 
wrong,” said Georgia Tech physics professor 
Laura Cadonati. “But we’re going to keep trying.”
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Security researchers have discovered a Wi-Fi 
network vulnerability that could allow attackers 
to steal sensitive information or spread 
malicious software while someone is logged 
into a computer or mobile device.

A report published this week said the breach 
could only happen if an attacker is within range 
of the potential victim, but the weakness could 
affect anyone using a Wi-Fi network, whether at 
home, the office or at a public coffee shop.

The Wi-Fi Alliance, an industry group, says there’s 
no evidence that the vulnerability discovered by 
researcher Mathy Vanhoef has been exploited 
maliciously. It affects WPA2, a protocol used to 
secure Wi-Fi networks.

The group says the problem can be resolved 
through straightforward software updates. 
Microsoft says it’s already deployed patches. 
Google says it’ll do so in the coming weeks.
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LG Electronics said Thursday that it will work 
with Qualcomm to jointly research and develop 
autonomous driving technologies.

The South Korean company said in a statement 
that the U.S. chipmaker and the company have 
opened a joint research center in Seoul and will 
open another one in Seoul by the end of 2018.

Their joint research will focus on developing the 
fifth-generation wireless technology known as 
5G, which could deliver data at a much faster 
speed than the current wireless technology and 
is seen as crucial for autonomous vehicles. They 
will also research other wireless technologies 
needed for the safety of connected cars, LG said 
in a statement.

LG Electronics, a major TV and home appliance 
manufacturer with a struggling mobile business, 
has been trying to diversify by supplying 
components for connected car makers.
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Autonomous vehicles are already navigating 
the verdant hills of Pittsburgh and the pitched 
avenues of San Francisco. They may soon be 
tested by the chaos of Manhattan, where 
pedestrians, taxis, buses and bikes embark daily 
on an eternal quest to avoid impact.

Cruise Automation, a San Francisco-based self-
driving software company owned by General 
Motors Co., aims to begin testing in New York 
City early next year. GM and Cruise are applying 
to operate in New York under a new pilot 
program announced Tuesday by New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo.

If approved, the tests will mark the first time 
a fully self-driving vehicle will be allowed to 
operate in New York state, Cuomo said in a 
statement. Volkswagen AG’s Audi brand and 
GMs’s Cadillac also have demonstrated semi-
autonomous technology in Albany and New 
York City, but those systems weren’t as advanced 
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as the one developed by Cruise, according to 
a spokeswoman for New York’s Department of 
Motor Vehicles.

The test vehicles will be electric Chevrolet Bolt 
cars equipped with cameras, radar, sensors and 
Cruise’s software. GM and Cruise currently have 
a registered fleet of 100 autonomous Bolts, 
according to GM spokesman Patrick Sullivan. 
They’re already operating in San Francisco, 
Phoenix and the Detroit area.

In New York, a small fleet of cars will operate in 
a 5-square-mile area of lower Manhattan. They 
will always have an engineer behind the wheel 
and an observer in the front passenger seat. 
Sullivan said testing will start with a small fleet 
that will grow incrementally to ensure safety 
and legal compliance.

“Bringing this lifesaving technology to New 
Yorkers safely and quickly is our number one 
priority,” Sullivan said.

Cruise CEO Kyle Vogt says the densely 
populated city of more than 8 million 
people will give the company more unusual 
situations to test software and accelerate the 
development of the technology.

In a blog post earlier this month, Vogt said 
every minute of testing in a complicated urban 
environment like San Francisco is the equivalent 
of an hour of testing in suburbs. For example, 
he said, test cars in San Francisco encountered 
270 emergency vehicles every 1,000 miles; in the 
Phoenix suburbs, they only encountered six.

“Testing in the hardest places first means we’ll 
get to scale faster than starting with the easier 
ones,” Vogt wrote.
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Cruise also plans to set up an office in New York 
as part of its testing.

Vogt hasn’t said when Cruise and GM plan 
to expand beyond testing and actually sell 
autonomous vehicles. But rival companies  
have said they could be on the road in about 
four years.

New York is a relative latecomer to autonomous 
vehicle testing. Boston-based startup nuTonomy 
began testing autonomous taxis in Singapore 
last year and is now testing them in Boston. Uber 
and Volvo began testing self-driving vehicles in 
Pittsburgh last fall. Forty-two companies were 
authorized to test autonomous vehicles on 
public roads in California as of September. Las 
Vegas has tested an autonomous shuttle.

Manhattan is easier for autonomous vehicles to 
navigate than Boston or Los Angeles because 
it’s laid out in a grid and cars generally go at 
low speeds, said Art Wheaton, an auto industry 
expert and director of Western New York Labor 
and Environmental Programs for the Worker 
Institute at Cornell University. But it’s harder to 
navigate because of the volume of traffic.

“If you can handle the pedestrian and bicycle and 
vehicle traffic in an area as congested as New York 
City, that’s a pretty big test,” Wheaton said.

Wheaton also said New York is the kind of 
place that could see the first applications 
of autonomous shuttles or shared vehicle 
fleets because of its dense population. If a 
delivery company or a taxi service has a fleet 
of 50 or 100 autonomous vehicles that need 
constant service, maintenance and parking, 
the cars need to get enough use to make that 
economically viable.
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A new study inspired by Boston’s early 
experiments with self-driving cars finds that the 
technology could ease congestion, but might 
also lead to more cars on the road and further 
encourage urban sprawl.

The report, released Tuesday by the Boston 
Consulting Group and the World Economic 
Forum, is a mostly optimistic take on how 
autonomous vehicles could change cities.

Three companies are now testing self-driving 
cars in Boston’s Seaport District. One of them, 
NuTonomy, has also partnered with ride-hailing 
service Lyft to research how passengers book 
and route a self-driving car.
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The consulting group’s study included a 
computer simulation of how downtown Boston 
traffic would change with the advent of self-
driving taxis, buses or private cars. It would likely 
add vehicles to roads while simultaneously 
reducing traffic time and cutting pollution 
because of smoother driving patterns, such as 
steadier speeds and more gradual braking. At 
the same time, the efficiency and convenience 
of autonomous technology could encourage 
more people to live in the suburbs.

“Urban sprawl is definitely one of the biggest 
challenges,” said Nikolaus Lang, a co-author of 
the study. “If people don’t really see commutes 
as a painful exercise, they might tend to live 
further away.”

The research adds to another study published 
this month by researchers at the University of 
California, Davis, who found users of ride-hailing 
services such as Uber and Lyft are less likely to use 
public transit. The Davis study — which looked 
at Boston and six other metropolitan regions — 
says that the trend away from public transit could 
have broader implications once autonomous 
vehicle technology becomes commercially viable 
and a feature of ride-hailing apps.

All of this raises questions for city planners, 
said Nigel Jacob, co-chair of Boston’s Office of 
New Urban Mechanics, which has partnered 
with the consulting group and autonomous 
car developers as part of a long-term plan to 
improve to transportation safety and equity.
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“All these companies are going to make money 
off the public infrastructure without actually 
paying back into it,” Jacob said.

In the meantime, Jacob said the city is working 
to help companies as they try to understand the 
future market for self-driving vehicles, as well as 
the technical challenges of navigating the city’s 
“old, bizarre roadway system that’s constantly 
subject to freezing and thawing.”

“If you can pass the Boston test, you can drive 
anywhere,” Jacob said. “That’s basically been 
the idea.”
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President Xi Jinping called Wednesday for the 
ruling Communist Party to lead development of 
Chinese technology industries, an area fraught 
with trade tensions and complaints that Beijing 
encourages theft of foreign know-how.

In a speech at the opening of a party congress, 
Xi called for making a “country of innovators” 
and creating competitors in aerospace, 
cyberspace, clean energy and other areas. Xi 
promised to promote cooperation among 
universities, government research institutes, 
state companies and small enterprises.

Tensions with Washington and Europe over 
technology policy is rising as Chinese companies 
emerge as global competitors in cellphones, 
solar power and other fields amid complaints 
that Beijing hampers access to its own markets.

Intelligence analysts say the government 
encourages intellectual property theft.
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U.S. President Donald Trump ordered an 
investigation in August into whether China 
improperly requires foreign companies to hand 
over technology as a condition of market access.

“We will strengthen basic research in applied 
sciences, launch major national science and 
technology projects and prioritize innovation 
in key technologies,” said Xi in a nationally 
televised speech.

Chinese companies are spending billions 
of dollars a year on developing their own 
technology in computers, telecoms and 
other fields. But the country also is regarded 
as a global center for industrial spying and 
intelligence experts say the scale is growing as 
Beijing tries to create competitors in fields from 
robotics to energy to pharmaceuticals.

Foreign business groups also have expressed 
concern about development plans they say 
would limit access to emerging industries by 
dictating in advance leading competitors will be 
Chinese-owned.

Global companies are setting up research and 
development facilities in China but business 
groups say they are reluctant to transfer their most 
advanced technologies or conduct high-level 
research in this country for fear it will be stolen.

Trump’s predecessor, Barack Obama, announced 
an agreement with Xi in 2015 to refrain from 
using government spy agencies to steal 
intellectual property for commercial use.

It is unclear how broadly that prohibition might 
apply, because intelligence experts say Beijing 
has since the 1970s encouraged a wide range 
of sources including companies, scientists and 
students abroad to acquire technology.
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Intelligence analysts say Beijing offers rewards 
of cash, tax breaks, research grants or university 
tenure. They say the government operates 
a network of research centers and business 
parks to transform stolen know-how into 
commercial products.

Chinese companies are stepping up acquisitions 
of foreign technology producers. That has 
prompted concern that the United States and 
European countries might be allowing the loss 
of important competitive assets.

A Chinese buyer’s acquisition of German 
robotics giant Kuka prompted appeals 
in Europe for laws requiring a review of 
such technology purchases.

The president of the European Union’s 
governing body announced plans last month for 
an investment-review process, a step seen as a 
response to complaints that Chinese companies 
were acquiring European technology while 
foreign companies are barred from purchasing 
most assets in China.

In September, Trump blocked the acquisition 
of a semiconductor manufacturer, Lattice 
Semiconductor, by a Chinese government-
financed buyer on national security grounds. A 
White House statement cited the importance 
of maintaining “semiconductor supply 
chain integrity” and the potential transfer of 
technology to a foreign buyer.

Foreign business groups have complained 
that Beijing is improperly shielding Chinese 
technology suppliers from competition. That 
includes rules that limit Chinese banks’ use of 
foreign security technology.
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In May, regulators agreed to postpone 
enforcement of a portion of a cybersecurity 
law that foreign companies and governments 
complained would hamper market access by 
limiting cross-border data flows.

Foreign companies also have expressed alarm 
about a long-range technology plan dubbed 
“Made in China 2025” that calls for developing 
Chinese competitors in electric cars and other 
fields. Business groups say it would exclude 
foreign competitors from promising industries.
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North Korea’s deputy U.N. ambassador said 
Tuesday the country plans to launch many more 
satellites and accused the United States of trying 
to block its efforts to help peacefully develop 
outer space.

Kim In Ryong told a U.N. General Assembly 
committee meeting on “International 
Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space” 
that the country’s five-year plan for 2016-2020 
includes development of “practical satellites that 
can contribute to the economic development 
and improvement of the people’s living.”

As a party to several space treaties, North Korea’s 
space development activities are “all ground on 
legal basis in all aspects,” Kim said.

But he said the United States is “going frantic 
to illegalize our development of outer space,” 
claiming the effort violates U.N. sanctions.

“The U.S. is the country that launched the 
largest number of satellites and yet it claims 
that our launch of satellites is a threat to 
international peace and security,” Kim said. 
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“This is a preposterous allegation and extreme 
double standards.”

The United Nations, the U.S. and other countries 
view the North’s space launch development 
project as a cover for tests of missile technology, 
as ballistic missiles and rockets in satellite 
launches share similar bodies, engines and other 
technology. North Korea is also openly working 
on developing nuclear-armed missiles capable 
of striking the U.S. mainland.

Kim said the treaty on outer space states that 
it is “a common asset of humankind and all 
countries can develop outer space without any 
discrimination.” He said no article states that 
satellite launches threaten international peace 
and security, “nor is there any article stipulating 
that one cannot use ballistic rocket technology 
in launching a satellite.” He said the U.S. relies 
on “illegal” U.N. resolutions, referring to Security 
Council actions taken in response to North 
Korea’s nuclear and ballistic missile programs.

Kim said North Korea’s right “to produce and 
launch artificial satellites will not be changed 
just because the U.S. denies it.”

He said North Korea launched its first pilot 
communications satellite, Kwangmyongsong-1, 
in August 1998. In February 2016, 
with the successful entry into orbit of 
Kwangmyongsong-4, he said the country 
“entered the practical satellite developing stage.”

Last September, Kim said, North Korea 
successfully tested a new high-thrust motor for 
the launch vehicle for a geostationary satellite, 
which “opened up a broad avenue to the 
exploration of outer space.” He said a successful 
ground test on March 18 “signified a great leap 
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in the development of space technology and 
consolidated the scientific and technological 
foundation to match the world-level satellite 
delivery capability in the field of outer 
space development.”

North Korea “will launch many more practical 
satellites” and “will continue its peaceful 
development of space” while strengthening 
international cooperation and exchanges in 
that field, the ambassador said.
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